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LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT ASPECTS OF THE CITY INFRASTRUCTIJREI

Krzysztof Witkowski2 , Sebastian Saniuf ,

Abstract 
- 

Article presents the coınpetence of local governmenı wiıhin the Scope of infroslrucıure
manogemenı in order to ensure local developmeni. For this purpose, authors will presenl the defnitions of
infrastructure and iıs classifcation, as well aS cerlain ways of ıısing ıhe infrastrucıurüll resources ıo Satisfy

ıhe needs of its community and improve the liying condilions of the population. The infrastruclure has a huge

impqct on local and reğonal development. Furthermore, il can be stated thal local development determines

the development of infrastııcture. Iı iS the inlention of counly council to increase economic and social actiyity

of the local communily as üa,ell as improving lheir quality of life. There are also presenled lhe areas of
logistics management in the cily mümagement. This arlicle is a part of reseorch, which is considered io lhe

problem ofmanagement (economy) of lhe infraslructure in ciiy logistics

Kelı,ı,ords Infrastructure, managemenL city loğSlics, areas ofciğ logistics

INTRODUCTION
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This article aims to show competence in the field of municipal inffastruchre management. Dııe to the

complexity of the issues of inftastruchtre management, in furüer considelations we will present only one

aspect of the logisticS management of city infrastructule.

Managing the economy of the local govemment requires the ability to influence the processes and

phenomena in üe interests oflesidents.

For the purpose of these deliberations, a broad ıınderstanding of management has been adopted.

Management in this sense is treated as a process of influencing the management subject by the local

government bodies and administration in such a way so that its proceedings (behaviour) aimed at reaching the

determined goals are for example, consistent with the goals adopted by the management ıınit. The

management object may include such persons, orgarıizations and things that are lelated to planning and

realization of public tasks and which, contlary to organizations, do not have to be subject to the administıator.

with reference to that, management forms the behaviour of people and other business entities aıd
management itself belongs to the area of regulating proceSSeS. Local govemment economy management is the

ability to affect üe course ofprocesses and phenomena in the interest ofthe local community.

From the point of view of management, local and regional authorities are oriented at the contlol of
development and the functioning of cities, counties and regions. In othel words, their proceedings should

concern all fields constituting the spatial, social arıd economic structues. In this sense, the nature of policy
conducted by these authorities is expressed in shaping the city, county or region.

The key position in the activity of a local govemment is occupied by managing public affairs üat belong

to its basic competence. That covers such issues as: the place, conditions, mechanisms and principles of
maıaging what is of fundamental importance to the interest of commurıity and what fits the technical

capabilities of local govemment bodies.

A municipal community has been generally assigned the rights to manage its affairs independently. The

independence means that a local govemment:



- has got public tasks assigned by law, the tasks ale executed autonomously and according to its own
will,

- is a legal entity,
- performs the tasks on its own behalfand on its own responsibility,
- owns allocated public assets,
- possesses its own funds separate ffom state funds,
- has its own administrative appafatus,
- is entitled to establish laws that are publicJy binding within the local government area,
- is subject to judicial protection i.e. it may sue the state bodies in front of an independent cou:t for

violating its autonomy.
The autonomy of local authorities is expressed in their ıight to make decisions on üe community m:ıtters

when acting on behalf of its communities and acting collectively in front ofthe centra] government.

INFRASTRUCTURE

From arı encyclopaedic aıd dictionary perspective, inffastructüe consists of basic devices aıd seryice-
providing institutions necessary for the functioning ofeconomy a,nd society [25].

E. Bittnerowa claims that infrastructure facilitates and even conditions the proper functioning oI the
production plocesses. Moreover, it limits the possibilities to satisry the needs of the population Il5|. A.
Piskozub defines infrastructure as created by man, permanently localized linear and spot objects of publiı; use
constituting the foundations of socioeconomic life, due to their function of transferring people and loads
(tlansport), information (communication), electricity (power industry) and water (water management) [l2].
The definitions of inffastructufe have a similar mcaning and aıe determined as [2]:

- Devices aıd service-providing insitutions (transport, education, healü care), essential foı, the
proper functioning ofsocie§ı and production branches ofeconomy;

- Material and technical equipment of a particular territory with üe devices for transport,
communication, telecommunication, settlement, educational, energetic, water and health care etc.;

- Basic devices aıd service-providing institutions necessary fol the functioning of economy and
socie§. Alternatively, fixed means and service-providing institutions essential for the ftınctioning
of economy. Infrastructure usualIy includes: roads, railways lines, other communication netw]Iks,
enerry and water supplies and educational facilities. Some definitions include objects conneıcted
with health care and entertainment.

Infrastructure may also mean the human capital without which one caİnot discuss the developme;]t of
production activity or improvement of the living conditions of residents in a particular area. It is an artıa of
activity and research in city logistics. These activities aim at providing optimum conditions fol the purpo|je of
city functioning with the consideration of costs and efficiency of services realized towards city subjects in
consideralion of aspects of environmental protcction, and the aim is to improve the life quality of a local
community [18].

Generally, inflastrucfure can be divided into two fields, material and non-material. The non-material
infrastructure includes such e]ements as: the society's level of education, its tıaditions, culture, discipline,
thrift, sense of responsibility as well as the legal-organizational conditions of functioning of economic units.
The material infrastructule consists ofsocial and techıical infrastructure (technical-economic) [11l.

The recipients of services of the social infrastructure in a community are the lesidents, because the
commrırıity is responsible for rendering public services.

The notion of a city technical infrastructure is often defined as a n,ıunicipal infrastructure [l7]. From a
legal perspective, public utilities are specified by the public utilities act [28]. In accordance with this act,
public utilities include the execution of the cities' own tasks in order to cover the collective needs of a local
community.

The municipal ploperfy is the ownership aıd other propeğ rights that belong to _ murıicipal Jegal
persons. The objects of propeğ ale among others elements of techrıical infrastructue which includes [27,
29li
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- waterworks - a Set of technical devices operating togethel and providing water supplies for
conSumers,

- sewage system - a complex ofsewage devices used to drain sewage:

- power network - a system of wires supplying electricity to consumers by the enterprises

conducting activity within electricity trarısmission and distribution;
- gas network - a system of pipes supplying gas fuels to consumers by the enterprises conducting

activi§ within gas transmission and distribution;
_ heating network - a transmission network defined as a system of conİrected and cooperating fittings

aiming at a tarısmission and disŞibution ofthe heating factoı to consüımers.

The devices of the technical and economic infrastructue cover the demand of üe production and non-

production sphere, as well as individual and collective needs ofthe population.

CITY LOGISTICS

Logistics coveıs the plarrrıing, coordination and control both in the aspect of time and space, the course of
actual processes in the realization of which oıganization is a paıticipant, for the purpose of efficient and

effective goal achievement by an organization. It particularly concems spatial and timely aİİangement

(where?), stale (how much and in what configulation?) arıd flow (where from, where to and by what means of
trarsmission?) of goods constituting the components of these processes, i.e. people, material goods,

information and funds [8].

lnstitute of City Logistics defines the city logistics as a plocess for totally optimizing the logistics and

traısport activities by private companies in urban areas while considering the haffic environment, the tıaffic
congestion and enelgy consumption within the framewoık ofa market economy [30].

The subject of reseaıch of city logistics is the issues of intentionally oıganized and integrated flow of
materials, people and information in an agglomeration. These problems include among others: the issue of the

city communication accessibility, supplying the commercial objects, supply of water aıd eners/j sewage

disposal, waste utilization, construction and maintenance of telecommunication networks and environmental
protection - ecological aspects.

City logistics is a particular type of logistics service, and is confronted with particular problems, due to the

concentration of activities on a limited geographical scale, and the combination with maıy other activities
going on in cities.

City logistics is directed at solving the problems of functioning of highly urbanized areas of microregions.
Due to the implementation of its accomplishments, the often non-coordinated system of transport StIeams

conditioned by the historic development of cities is Substituted by new stİeams enclosed by the local logistic
system Il ]-

City logistics is a set of processes of managing the flow of people, loads and information inside the city
logistic system according to the city developmental needs aıd goals, in consideration of natural environment
protection arıd taking into account the fact that a ci§ is a social organization the superior goal of which is to

satisfu the needs ofits users [16].

The aim ofthe city logistics is therefore the connection ofall business entities acting in a city into a single

contıollable whole aıd the management ofthis network in a marrner providing the desired level oflife quality

and managing the city at a minimum cost 1evel, whilst considering ecological standards [5].

The task of logistics in the above-mentioned areas is to provide üe optimum "living" conditions of a city
with lespect to costs, productivity and services realized in order to satisfo the needs of subjects functioning in

this ci§. The realization of the function of logistics aims at raising the life quali§ of the agglomeration

society and improving the work of business entities with a simultaneous elimination of unneceSSary traırsport,

shortening tlaısport times, limiting supplies and lowering 1he cost of services provided for the city.

AREAS OF CITY LOGISTICS

one of the most important goals is the consolidation of transport streams, conıection into a single

contıollable whole ofbusiness entities and instifutions which are concemed with movement and act within the
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city alea, as well as tire event network managen,ıent in a way providing a desired level of life quality and the
city management at a minimum cost ]evel in consideration ofecological standards [20]. The coordinatiorı also
includes an appropriate oıgarıization of municipal services provided for busjness entities and üe people.

Anothel important goal is the reorganiza tion of in-city relations to achieve a stab]e balance between spac,: and
transpoıt within this space. It may be accomplished by relevant plarrrring, organization aıd mafiagement []]3].

The prinıary objective is to cleate ffansport solutions for the benefit of the city environment in tenns of
road safety, air and noise pollution, accessibility, energy consumption, safety and the visual environment. This
applies to tlansport of goods and services to aıd from city areas. At the Same time, goods transport should
ensure a level playing field for the retajl trade in the city area arıd the vast shopping centres outside the centre
of city.

The use of the basic principles of ci§ Jogistics aims at the integration of activities and coopeıation
between the participants of logistic plocesses in a city in order to eliminate the bottlenecks that mal_e an

efficient functioning ofa city centre impossible. The goal is to provide a relevant layout ofthe determineıl and
regular but so far uncoordinated aıd scatteled tfansport streams rurrning thıough the city and its centre, as well
as to coordinate the city supplies by meeting the condition ofbinding them in older to minimize the numter of
tlarısport operations and to eliminate the commodity transport [23]. The integlational flnctions of logistit s are

the source of synergy - integration is recognized as a permanent unartainable goal of logistics [ 16].

City transport plays a considerable part in üe spatial development of a ciry. Its influence on thel city
development is connected with access to public transport in its particular areas. The taIget time:j are

lengthened by distaıces that ale to be covered and which are obviously influenced by the size of the city area.

It occr.rs that the level of üe communications deveJopment ofa ci§ is an obstacle to the ploper functioning of
an agglomeration.

Important areas of city logistics are the activities of gathering, disposal, storage or distribution of
municipal and industrial waste. The processes connected with waste management have become part of th(r city
Iogistics togeüer with the rising amount of waste, by-products aıd useless consumer articles after expiry date

generated by urban agglomerations [4].

A properly formed set of goals and tasks is necessary for city logistics to solve the emerging pıobLems.
The activities should be illustrated by a balaıced development stlatery of the centre. The basic tasks inı:lude
the assufance of ciŞ areas' development, with a simultaneous Satisfaction of the needs of agglomeration:
social, economic and environmental, such as üe living staıdard, management and balaıced developınent.
Providing the conditions for the city development in all those three dimensions should constitute a long.term
goal. within the scope ofcomplexity ofüe city logistic system, numelous secondary goals conrıected wilh the

functioning of particular logistic concepts may be identified.

Nowadays, one can observe the use of telematics in the field of the flow management in cities more tıften.

Telematics - is the use of telecommunications, informatics and information as well as the solutioıs of
automatic control adjusted to the needs of the supported physical systems - resulting from their 1asks,

infrastructure, organization, maintenance and management - and integrated with these systems. The use of
lelematic concepts in city areas aims at facilitating the access to shopping or industrial centres wiüin large
agglomerations that are burdened by traffic jams. Any novelties introduced to IT solutions must be clısely
integrated with the binding system of city management, which is restricted to the conftol aıd management of
traffic in a particular city, but also of logistic centles, the handling of goods from out-of-city traffic tcı city
aıeas. The telematic technologies support the accumulation, archiving, processing aıd traısmission of data.

Their appIication includes: the use of devices, computeI equipment aıd telecommunications appliances with
software. The data for the purpose and on demand of the city logistics is tlansmitted by the Internet, bLt not

only. Intelligent Tlaısportation Systems are also applied [ 13].

The creation and adaptation of a ıelevant infrastructure for transport by means of bicycles in laıge cities is

also an importaıt element.

In order to cover distances in a city on foot in a comfortable way, it is necessary to modernize the, city
inlrasırucıure. which includes Il6|:

- creating consistent systems of pedestrian precincts,
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installing posts that separate pavements from roads and which secure pavements against being
blocked by the parking vehicles,
eliminating the division ofspace into roads and pavement on loca[ streets,

broadening pavements,
improving night lighting of pedestrian precincts,
creating the guiding lines for the blind or visually impaired,
installing devices facilitating üe movement of the disabled,
modernizing pedestrian plecincts and squares,
creating places oftransition from pedestıian means ofcoveriıg distances to the mechanized means

oftransport,
providing signposts for pedestrians.

CASE STUDIES

The actions of logistics come down to finding a compromise between cost and operations support in the

processing ofmateıials, people and information. Christopher M. states that the purpose of logistics is to ensule

not only availability in time and space, but also cost-effectiveness of access [3]. Logistics provides üe
physical accessibility to public goods and services including, through the use of special levies, a redııction in

the use of vehicles, and therefore reduced congeslion. At present, we can distinguish between six types of
charges associated with congestion occurring on ring roads Il6]:

- a toll road, for routes which demonstrate high levels ofcongestion on a regular basis,

- restricted Zones, restricting fıee access to the urban area.
- charges taken at vaİious points to enter the urban alea,
- charges for üe route ofhavel,
- charges for stopping vehicles,
- charges taten in the event ofan altemative loute and class.

Examples are the authorities in London, who decided to limit the number of private vehicles traveling in
the center arıd differentiate between private vehicles arıd public haısport by introducing chaıges for entry to

the city. The fee is charged for entry to üe designated zones and spaces between the hours of 07:00 to l8:30
from Monday to Friday, excluding holidays. The level of lees is set at f5, rvhich is for drivers going into the

center or passing through, and is paid only once a day. Images are collected by 230 cameras that monitor 98olo

of the zone. Thank to the special techıical solutions, even with minimal light they can read license plates of
moving vehicles. The images from the cameras ale tıansmitted to the Trarüsport for London (T{L) control
center, whele, after analysis, they are associated with üe entries in the database ofdıivers who paid the charge

t31].

Another example is Oslo, which reduced congestion tfuough the introduction of environmental charges

for entry to the city center by car. The fee is collected at 19 points by cashiers oı by coin machines. 20Yo of lhe
revenue generated is earmarked for improving the operation ofpublic transport. The next example comes from
Japan, where congestion was limited by the introduction of congestion charges for environmental impact and

long distaıce travel. In 20O1, an electronic toll system was introduced on expıessways. Wiüin the group of
finarıcial tools that affect the level of congestion in cities we can also consider North Ameıican cities. ln the

Unitcd States, since the early 9O's, congestion charging has been an essential element of tlaffic control (more

than 1,000 points collected fees. The main topic ofdiscussion is the level oftraffic management fees (variable
pricing) [16].

Another area of implementation of logistics so]utions in ci§ maıagement is telematics. Telematics

solutions were used in the public hansport system in Helsinki. P.iolities for public transport were established
on traffic signals, and they introduced live information for passengers. The effects ofthe system are visible iı
the form of increased levels of public transport services, particularly travel time and puncfuality, as well as

improvements in the use ofrolling stock and a reduction ofharmful impacts on the environment ofthe city.

Another city that has introduced a similar solution is Curitiba in Bıazil, where public trarısport has been

given absolute priority over individual tfansport. Besides the traditional chaıacteristics of a public transport

system, it iS worth noting that every person seeking to obtain or extend their authorization for economic

activity must take into account the impact of üe projects activities on the traffic and transport infrastructure.
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Anothel city that has implemented a solution to Iationalize collective and individual communicatioııs is
Madrid. There are sepalate lanes for passenger vehicles, with bus lanes which are separated from other ]anes

by impassable barriers Il6].

Incıeasingly, you can see urban logistics projects compaıies and the consolidation of carrier:;. In

Germany, delivery system projects are promoted, with the supply of goods made by a partnership behveen
logistics operators, whiclr reduces the nuınber of vehicles aıd improves the qualify of the environment of the

ciff. This partnelship, called the German "City Logistics Companies" has been runrıing in Berlin, Bre;ıen,
Ulm, Kassel and Freiburg. The system of consolidation of carriers has also been implemented in Japzın in
Tenjin. Carıada has also managed to successfully impleınent a system of urban freight transport logistics. An
example might be consolidation in üe urban centers of Vaıcouver and Saskatoon. A program \ryas devel,ıped
in Canada for transportation planning, to help transporters make optimal decisions and operational planning
related to the consolidation ofcargo, tlansport and choice ofcarrier aıd the common use ofresources [24].

You can also see examples of "modernization" ofroutes through the city in the form ofmeasures suc,h as

reduced speed zones, road narrowing, chicanes, "islands", speed limits, and many other solutions used in tırder
to improve road safety.

SUSTA]NABLE TRANSPORT IN PRACTICE

Sustainable transport SyStemS make a positive contribution to the environmental, social and economic
sustainability of the communities they serve. Traısport systems exist to provide social and econıımic
connections, and people quickly take up the opportunities offered by increased mobility.[14] The advantages
of increased mobility need to bc weighed against the environmental, social and economic costs that trans port

Systems pose.

The teım sustainable transport came into use as a logical follow-on from sustainable development, a,ıd is
used to describe modes of fuansport, aıd systenrs of ffansport plarırıing, which are consistent with y,ider

concems of sustainability. There ale many definitions of the sustainable transport, and of the related t()rms

sustainabIe traısportation and sustainable mobility. One such definition, from the European Union Council of
Ministers of Transport, delrıes a sustainabIe traısportation systeıı aS one that:[2r_/

- AIlows the basic access and development needs of individuals, companies and society to be met
safely and in a maıner consistent with human aıd ecosystem health, and promotes equiŞ w.thin
and between successive generations.

- Is affordable, opelates fairly and efficiently, offers a choice of transport modes, aıd suppots a
competitive economy, as weIl as balanced regional deveIopment.

_ t,inrits emissions and waste withiür the planet'S ability 10 absorb them, uses renervable resourcü]S at

or below their rates of generation, and uses non-ıenewable resources at or below the rates of
development of renewable substitutes, whiIe minimising the impact on the use of laıd and tlıe
genelation of noise.

Nowadays the number ofmotor vehicles on our ıoads is huge, and growing all the time. The result is rıore
carbon emissions aıd other polJutants that damage the environment, add to global warming and reduct: air
quality for local residents. It aIso meaıs mofe congestion, longer delays, increased parking problems, and
reduced road safety.

There are some examples to solve the problem. One of them is an initiative of the TfL (Tfanspon fol
London) which provides us with new technologies impiemented in public transport. They have staded to buy
new fleet of buses hybrid buses. Combining a conventional engine with an electric motor, hybrid buses are

quieter, cleaner and more fuel efficient thaı standard diesel buses. These vehicles reduce emissions of local
pollutants and carbon dioide by at least 30 per cent compared to conventional diesel buses. Compared,ıvith
conventional diese1 buses, hybrids deliver coıxiderable environmental benefits, including:[3l]

- 89 % reduction in oides ofnitrogen
- 83 % reduction in carbon monoxide
- 40 % reduction in fuel use
- 38 % reduction in carbon dioxide
- 30 o/o reduction in perceived sound levels (noise reduced from 78 to 7,1 decibels)
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There are also new buses powered by hydrogen fuel. hydrogen technolory will play a major ro]e in

helping to reduce the impact of the Capital's public transport network on the environment. Hydrogen fuel cell

vehicles are clean and efficient, producing no tailpipe emissions oüer than water vapouİ. Hydıogen
technolory offers the following key benefits:[3l]

- The fuel cell vehicles only emit water vapouı, completely cutting out CO2 and other harmful

emissions from the exhaust
- They'll be quieter tharı diesel buses
- They'll be more comfortable for passengers as acceleration is smooth arıd progressive, thanks to the

electric motor.
Taking into accorrnt the methods of hydıogen production, it is expected that overall üe fuel cell vehiçles

will produce 50 per cent less CO2 thaı a diesel vehicle.

The results show that these buses produce fewer greenhouse gas emissions and harmful local pollutants,

as well as having lowel noise levels.

One of the key objectives of the Seventh Framework Programme for Research aıd Techıological
Development for the period of 2007 -2013 (IP7) is to contribute to sustainable development. In 2007 and

2008, around 44Yo of lhe total budget devoted to cooperative research was allocated to sustainable

development-related pıojects. Two of the Joint Technolory lnitiatives (JT]) established under FP7, "Cleaı
S§" and the "Hydrogen and Fuel Cells", are also linked to sustainability. The total EU contribution amounts

to €1.3 billion. Moreovcr, in the Europcan economic recovery plan, thc Commission pıoposed threc major

public_private partnerships (PPPs) around three key issues for sustainability: "green ca$", "enerry-efficient
buildings", and "factories of üe future". The Commission is striving to ensure that üe whole European

Research Area is responsive to sustainable development objectives. The challenge ahead is to build on the
promising first steps and to enhance the conftibution ofresearch to sustainable development.

CONCLUSIONS

The above-mentioned systems contribute significantly to the ıealization of goals of city logistics in the

raıge of its most important elements, i.e. transport of goods aıd passengers in cities, deliveries and export, but

also transit through cities. Additional benefits will be obtained if such arı integrated system is an intelligent
system, which means that it should facilitate a broad automation oftraffic management tasks in a dynamically
changeable environment within the given criteria arıd scenarios [19]. Simplistically, it concems the means to

achieve freight distribution in urban areas, by improving the efficiency of urban fieight transportation,

reducing traffic congestion and mitigating environmental impacts.

By fulfilling its function of supporting the city, the infrastructure provides its residents with appropriate
living conditions and by impıoving the elficiency of actiorrs and quality of services it increases the level of life
of üe population. The improvement ofthe living conditions, often described as the IeSultS ofprosperity, may

lead to the infrastructure acting as a factor of social stability and supporting the attachement of people to their
dwelling place. At the same time, however, the development of e.g. educational infrastructure may lead to the

so-called escape effect. The increase of level of education aıd qualifications may cause a migration of the

population to the centres that are better developed and that provide more profitable opporfunities of work and

life. In a situation of a complex use of infrastructure in order to improve Üe investment attraction of a
particular are4 one may lead to the influx of investors who shall create attractive workplaces for well-
prepaıed personnel.

Logistics could play üe key role in implementing such ideas into practice. The idea of monitoring the

realisation of logistics stratery based on the observation of üe control variables, determination of
concordarıce of the actual level ofthe assigned indexes included in the strategic plan, and finally specification
of methods of processing and channels of information flow, complies with the concepts of 1he object
(functiona]) early waming systems. It should be noticed that the objective contıol of the logistics stratery
should also use indexes conceming the organisation, techıolory, product, suppliers, competition and logistics
service providers.
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Logistics has always played and it still does play a significant part in competitive strategies based on
leadership within costs, differentiation (also within logistics seruice), sl,ıoftening time cycles and the use tıf the
company's capacities.

The manageınent-oriented integration of all logistics functions and processes becomes more important,
because it is conditioning not only effective organisation and entefprise modernisation, but it is also op,ıning
new possibilities of soIving probIems and using potential effects in the operating aıd strategic activity.

In recent yeaıs, the evolution of a view on assigning a bigger and bigger part in the entire socia[ arıd
economic development has become reIatively common. By adopting a thesis on a significant influence (,f the
existing devices of infrastruch:re on the conditions, scale, rate and location of industrial investments, one may
expect an opposite effect, i.e. an influence of the production sphere, especially of industry, on the particulaı
elements of infrastructure. One can pfesent numelous examples of new investments in locations where in the
first place the conditions for the functioning of enterprises have been created, the infrastructure in the fo;m of
waterwolks, sewage system, power aıd gas netwoıks has been created and roads have been built. The districts
that would encourage by Iower taxes have become an object of interest of many enterprises.
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